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To provide a platform to the learners to exhibit their talent and creativity.

To familiarize them with the monuments, history and cultural heritage of Delhi.
.:. To enhance their fine motor skills.

{. To encourage them to keep their city clean and green.

DESCRIPTION:

"A wartoai y c,od,tvws re*il** Lwthphpartv atl^d/ fuvt\^Lp/ to& of ttypebplt/.',

-Mah^atrwarAandhi,,
India's capital,'Delhi'is popularly known as the'Heart of India'. The magnificent monuments,
glorious history and cultural heritage makes it one of the most popular places in the world. In order
to make the learners aware about the incredible diversity of Delhi, an activity ,Collage Making, was
conducted. Discussion based on the famous tourist places, monuments, food items, etc.was held
prior to the activity. The significance of observing 'World Tourism Day, (observed on 27th
September) was also dispensed' The learners participated with great zeal in designing the collage. It
proved to be an enriching experience as they got to know and explore the famous attractions of
Delhi. Effective use of waste material in beautifying the collage proved that they possess an
analytlcal and creative bent of mind, Catchy slogans on'Clean Delhi, Green Delhi, made their collage
look distinctive and imaginative. They could relate it to the campaign 'swachh Bharat Abhiyaan,,
initiated by our Honourable Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi. They were also encouraged to
become an active part of the campaign and make our city clean and green. They were highly praised
for their laudable efforts. Best five creations were awarded on the basis of creativity, constructivism,
competence and culture. Overall, the activity catered to the cognitive, aesthetic and social domains
of the learners. It also proved to be successful in achieving the aforementioned objectives and was
enjoyed by everyone.
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